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Monitoring chart
Explain that we have looked at what we can do to make sure we have clean water during transport and at point of
use (or home) for all the community. We now need to work out who will be responsible for monitoring that the
community is taking these actions during transporting the water and at home so that the water stays clean and
people do not get sick. Each of the solutions for the transport and point–of-use parts of the chain link is a monitoring
action. We can therefore use these pictures for what we will do.

Take the pictures of the solutions for actions during transport and point of use from the last flip chart
paper – only the ones that the group said that they could do. Or use new pictures from Tools: Step 3:
Level 1: No 3 and Tools: Step 3: Level 1: No 4. Provide the group with a piece of flip chart paper and
some blue-tack or glue. Give the pictures to the group, using these words:
‘Stick the pictures onto a piece of flip chart paper. Then work out for each activity who in your group (the WASH
Committee) will be responsible for monitoring that the whole community is doing this action and will teach them if
they do not know. Write their name underneath the picture. Then work out when they will monitor (every day or
every month etc) and write this above the picture. Make sure that each person in the group agrees, and take into
account the gender roles we worked out earlier.’

Give the group 30 minutes for this task.
When the monitoring poster is complete, get each group to explain the monitoring activities they are
taking and what the action is. Allow the group to discuss whether they agree with the activities.

Monitoring the actions at the water source
Explain that in addition to these monitoring activities, there needs to be someone who monitors that the
actions at the water source are being taken.
In addition, one person in the group needs to check that all the monitoring activities we have just talked
about happen when people say that they will do them. This should be someone who is very responsible in
the group and who does not have many of their own monitoring activities to do.
Print out the two checking pictures in Tools: Step 6: Level 1: No 1 and give them to the group. Ask them to
stick the pictures onto their flip chart monitoring plan and write the name of the person who is responsible for
checking underneath the picture and when they will check above the picture (eg every month, etc).
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